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Get in motion and Give Active
Transportation a GO!
™

By Bernadette McCall,
Public Health Nurse

Healthy Communities & Injury Prevention Team
Middlesex London Health Unit

Just ask

Life is busy. We know physical activity is good for our health
but can ﬁnd it difﬁcult to ﬁt it into
our day. The October in motion™
Community Challenge may be just
the right time for you to try using
active transportation (AT) such as
walking or cycling, which can be
combined with public transit to get
to and from places such as work,
school, the store or visiting friends.
AT can be an efﬁcient, economical,
and environmentally-friendly way
to incorporate physical activity into
your lifestyle.
For some, AT can take the form of
active commuting to or from work.
Take Nicole St. John, for example,
who started to walk and bike as a
cost savings strategy and found
that it turned into an enjoyable, social experience. “The time I spend
commuting, anywhere from 17-25
minutes depending on the pace,
is an opportunity to connect with
my community and neighbour-

We have a wide variety
of fitness products

• WALKING POLES
• THERAPY BALLS
• THERAPUTTY
• HEATING PADS
• HOT & COLD PACKS
A WIDE SELECTION
IN STOCK

Home Care Equipment & Mobility Products

Independently Owned & Operated Since 1999
NEW • USED • RENTAL • REPAIR
WE DELIVER • ASK ABOUT FREE IN-HOME ASSESSMENTS!
SHOP-AT-HOME SERVICE • ADP AUTHORIZED VENDOR

519-686-3888

Mon - Fri 8:30am - 5:00pm • Sat 10am - 2pm

207 Adelaide St. S, London • www.duramed.ca

hood. It’s an ideal way to mentally
prepare for the work day and subsequently the reverse for the end
of the day.”
Andre Vashist, another active
commuter, chooses to walk or cycle not only to and from work but
also to meetings he has throughout the day. He ﬁnds it to be a
welcome break. “I like how it gets
me outside where I can see and
hear the sounds of the community
and feel connected.” Andre notes
that a little bit of extra planning is
involved with active commuting
since weather is a consideration
and there is the need to build in
extra time.
Veteran active commuter, Vic
Phillips, has been riding his bicycle,
20 km each way, to and from the
ofﬁce for over 15 years. For him the
primary beneﬁts are health and
ﬁtness, reduced fuel and vehicle
maintenance costs and satisfaction knowing that he is contributing to a healthier environment. Vic
notes,“I avoid confrontation by using routes that have the fewest vehicles.” He adds, that “Drivers and
cyclists need to be aware of each

EXERCISE FOR

MATURE
ADULTS

(Retirement Research Association/
Ladies Retirement Research Association)

other’s presence and understand
the rights and responsibilities of
each when sharing the road. Cyclists, in particular, need to remain
vigilant and have the skill to handle
their bike without losing control.”
When deciding to actively commute, consider the following:
: 7AD%BA 4&H; (V?Z V( HD;%6A
transportation is best for you. If
the distance is less than 5km, try
walking. If the distance is 5 – 10
km, cycling is a good choice. And
if the distance is over 10km, public transit can be the way to go.
: M!HX /V8? ?V8;A F/ 8=%X' 0VV'!A
Maps, the City of London Bike &
Walk map or the London Transit
website.
: >= H @ABA=;?%HX V? H D/D!%=;L #XV4
the rules of the road to help ensure your active commute is a
safe one.
To learn more about active transportation visit www.healthunit.
com/active-transportation
Take up the in motion™ Community Challenge by choosing to
actively commute and make active
transportation a part of your lifestyle! Visit www.inmotion4life.ca/

1 HOUR
MON.,WED., FRI.
Cushioned indoor and
outdoor exercise tracks at
Western’s TD Stadium or
Thompson Arena
Separate exercise groups
for Women and Men
Experienced Instructors
Free Annual
Medically-supervised
stress test
Informal social events
Optional involvement in
studies about
exercise & aging
Convenient Free
On-Campus Parking
Low Annual Dues
One month Free Trial
Helping Retirees stay
healthy & active for
over 35 years

For more information:
Contact Tom and Inga Slade

519-663-1163 or

Web. www.exercisewithretiredfriends.com/
E-Mail. exercise.for.mature.adults@gmail.com
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Children are Reading a New Bedtime
Story and it’s Not Healthy

Impact of Media and Junk Food Consumption Before Bed on Children
By Richard Truongt
Sleep is a basic biological necessity and I can probably speak
for most people when I say that
I’m a much happier and nicer person when I’ve received a satisfactory amount. However, many people underestimate the value and
dismiss its importance. Although
most adults excuse their sleep
deprivation with multiple cups
of coffee throughout the day, it is
unreasonable and unhealthy for
children to use the same solution.
Sleep is incredibly crucial, especially for children for various reasons; sleep can boost their developing immune system, fuel their
brain for school activities, provide
energy for physical activities, and
so much more.
Despite the ongoing debate
regarding the recommended
amount of sleep for children,
school-aged children from 6-13
years old require on average 9-11
hours of sleep. Yet the recurring
problem with all recommendations is that it is easier said than
done. There are an increasing
amount of modiﬁable and nonmodiﬁable barriers that interfere
with children’s sleeping patterns.
One of the most alarming factors restricting sleep is increased
screen time on media devices in-

cluding television sets, computers and laptops, gaming devices,
and cellphones. Personally, I am
guilty of placing my cellphone
next to my bedside table with the
excuse that it’s my alarm clock
when you’ll actually most likely
catch me sending last minute text
messages, checking my email, and

playing a game or two. Before you
know it, the time is midnight and
you get a reality check that you’ve
been staring at that bright LED
screen for hours.
So what does this mean? LED
screens are emitting blue wavelengths of light that actually interfere with melatonin, the hormone

that regulates our sleep patterns.
This leads to a “delayed bedtime
and shorter total sleep time associated with excessive media
8=A3 W9H%X " 0?HB%=H?L CGEGUJ ,&%= %=
incredibly shocking because children are spending 28% of their
day watching TV, 19% of their day
playing video games and hand-

held games, 19% of their day surfing the internet, and 15% of their
day on their cellphones of the
time according to data from the
Spatial Temporal Environment
Human Environments Analysis
Laboratory (2013).
Another external factor that can
contribute to reduced amount of
sleep for children is the increasing
amount of junk food that they’re
consuming. According to the Human Environments Analysis Laboratory, “1 out of 5 children claim
to eat [junk food] frequently or
always.” In addition, drinks that
contain a large quantity of sugar
such as soda and fruit juice act
as caffeine, increasing heart rate,
blood pressure which can disrupt
a good night’s rest.
Due to children’s high-energy
demand, it is crucial that children
receive sufﬁcient amount of sleep
to tackle the day. Although media
and junk food consumption before bed have detrimental effects
on children’s sleep cycles, it is preventable. The silver lining in this
situation is that by increasing parental supervision over children’s
screen time and food intake, parents and guardians can help their
children achieve the recommended amount of sleep and wake up
with enough energy to have a
productive and enjoyable day.

Sources:
Sleep Health Foundation (2015). Sleep Needs Across the Lifespan. Retrieved from http://www.sleephealthfoundation.org.au/ﬁles/pdfs/Sleep-Needs-Across-Lifespan.pdf
Cain, N., & Gradisar, M. (2010). Electronic media use and sleep in school-aged children and adolescents: A review. Sleep Medicine, 11(8), 735-742.
Human Environments Analysis Laboratory (2013). Healthy Neighbourhoods for Children. Retrieved from http://theheal.ca/STEAMResults/STEAM_AllSchools_English.pdf

London Public Library
Will Keep You in motion™!
As you plan your in motion™
Community Challenge activities
for October, remember the London
Public Library! Library locations are
pick-up and drop-off spots for the
in motion™ tracking calendars, of
course, but we have so much more
for you as well.
Need a City of London map
showing biking and walking trails?
Check! Looking for a great variety of
cookbooks to ﬁnd that new healthy

meal? Absolutely! How about possibilities like yoga and tai chi classes? Some our locations have those
too. And of course we have a large
collection of materials on health
and ﬁtness if you’re looking to add
a couple of workouts to your in motion challenge, or take up a new
sport, or simply be inspired by an
athlete you admire as you read their
biography.
Did you know that you can also

borrow pedometers from London
Public Library? These might be just
the thing to keep you motivated this
October! All these materials are free
to borrow, with your London Public
Library card (which is also free!)
Stop by one of London Public
Library’s 16 locations today, www.
londonpubliclibrary.ca will help
you ﬁnd us and let us help you get
started and get in motion™! www.
inmotion4life.ca
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by Jeffrey Reed,
Special to POSTMEDIA
ADVERTORIAL

Advanced Medical Group
(London, Ontario)
Advanced Medical Group (AMG) – a managed
corporation of the Statesman Group – is
scheduled to open in January 2016. According
to Statesman Group CEO, Dr. Garth Mann, AMG
“was created by forward thinking, concerned
Canadian healthcare professionals, as well as
business leaders.”
The Fraser Institute’s Price of Public
Health Care Insurance (2015 edition), states
that Canadians often misunderstand the real
cost of public health care, partly because
this information is not readily available to
the public. When people speak of ‘free’
healthcare in Canada, they are entirely
ignoring taxpayer-funded costs of the
system. For example, $141 billon of our tax
dollars were estimated to have been spent
on publicly funded health care in 2014. This
number will increase significantly in the next
10 years.
In fact, according to a recent study from
the Cumming School of Medicine at the
University of Calgary, by 2020 hypertension
alone will account for $20 billion. The
University of Toronto predicts the same
accelerated costs for Type 2 diabetes as a
growing cost of the Canadian healthcare
budget.
The cost of medications, medical care
and lost productivity due to lifestyle-related
diseases will eventually cripple Canada’s
healthcare system. The majority of cases of
heart disease, stroke, hypertension, Type II
diabetes, lung disease, mental health issues
and many cancers have a direct relationship
with poor lifestyle choices.

The Solution is Possible:
This is truly the decade when patients
will take control of their health through
the power of networking, and engage in
participatory medicine through a mutual
partnership with their healthcare providers.
“The scientific evidence is clear that the
root cause of over 70% of chronic illness
and disease are the lifestyle choices we
make: nutrition, physical activity, stress,
sleep, smoking/alcohol and social support.
A cohesive and comprehensive array of
programs has been developed at AMG, and
with proper coaching, the patients will shift
from passengers to drivers of their own
health care,” says AMG Medical Director
Dr. Larry Schmidt.
Through AMG’s REJUVENATION PLUS
program, patients will finally discover their
Optimal Health.
Physicians, employers and patients
themselves can refer into the program.
Through carefully designed programs, wellness
coaches use individual and peer support
systems to coach patients through three
90-minute classes each week for 90 days.
At the conclusion, the patient-physician
partnership receives the detailed report of
improvements, including bio-markers, vitals
and quality of life scales. Clinical studies have
shown that stabilization and continued
life-long improvements requires motivation
and behavioural reinforcement, which
wellness coaching provides. TELUS Health is
providing Canada’s first large-scale two-way
patient portal Electronic Medical Record to
actively engage patients in their own health
management.

What Makes Advanced Medical
Group (AMG) Special?
Beyond the architectural beauty of the
steel and concrete AMG facility in historic
Old North London, the building houses
a multitude of services and specialties,
including: Dynacare Laboratories, Rexall
Pharmacy, diagnostic imaging, dentistry,
ophthalmology/optometry, 2 surgical
operatories, a walk-in-clinic, the “Apple a
Day” Nutri-Bistro with a teaching kitchen,
full-service fitness centre, lifestyle wellness
centre with physiotherapy, massage,
chiropractic and acupuncture.
Offices for 36 family physicians, multiple
specialists, a comprehensive Skin Care Clinic,
and Foot Care Clinic will be located on the
second floor.
The comprehensive Rejuvenation PLUS
Centre is a large enterprise with specialty
wellness training circuit, wellness coaching,
psychology, dieticians and studios for yoga,
tai-chi and aerobics, strength enhancement
and mindfulness classes. Integrative Health
will be researched and practiced through a
Functional Medicine specialist.
Add Childcare for staff, sleep
assessments, advanced senior care,
residential parking with 346 stalls, plus
geothermal heating/cooling system, and you
have an idea of the scope of AMG’s vision.
“With a focus on research & education
through our conference theatre, it is truly an
exciting time to be in medicine. Everyone
is destined to excel – from the doctor and
allied health team, London’s employers, the
insurance benefit provider, the Ontario Health
Care System, and especially the patient.

Lifestyle medicine, in concert with traditional
Medicine, is high science, high touch, low
tech, low cost and the best way to treat,
reverse and prevent chronic illness and
disease,” says Dr. Schmidt.
The physicians and allied healthcare
providers at Advanced Medical Group look
forward to being leaders in health and
wellness for their patients, themselves and
their community.
advancedmedicalgroup.net
(Tours) 1-519-850-4646
230 Victoria Street, London ON
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What is
Physical Literacy?
As a parent do you ever wonder
why it is important for your child to
learn to crawl, stretch, hop, skip and
jump? These are some of the basic
movement skills which is what Physical Literacy is all about.
According to Canadian Sport for
Life, Physical Literacy is the development of basic movement and
sport skills, such as crawling, jumping, swimming and throwing. When
children feel conﬁdent performing these movement skills, they are
more likely to participate in activities that require these skills, as they
grow older. As children learn these
skills, they will have more conﬁdence and competence to participate in games and activities which
will provide them the foundation
to be physically active throughout
their life.
Parents can help children become
physically literate by providing opportunities to be physically active
and by being an active role model.
In the early years, this means providing lots of opportunity to develop and practice the basic movement skills; to build their conﬁdence,
competence and self-esteem. Development of these skills requires guidance and patience. Having fun during these types of activities should
be the focus.
Keeping your children physically
active in the Early Years can help
young children:
: QZ@?V6A ZV6AZAX; =#%!!=
: QXD?AH=A Y;XA==
: <8%!B H &AH!;&/ &AH?;
: SH6A (8X HXB (AA! &H@@/
: 7A6A!V@ =A!(KDVXYBAXDA
: <A H; H &AH!;&/ 4A%'&;
: QZ@?V6A !AH?X%X' HXB H;;AX;%VX
The in motion™ Community Challenge provides a great opportunity
for parents to be active with their
children and develop basic movement skills.
Everyone in London and Middlesex
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Run the
District

County is invited to participate in a
31-day physical activity challenge
during the month of October. It’s a
fun and easy way to feel energized,
get healthy and reduce stress with
your family, friends and community.
During the month of October join
the in motion™ Community Challenge
: 7V HD;%6%;%A= ;&H; DHX FA BVXA
together as a family (throw a Frisbee, kick a ball)
: ,H#A H 4H!# V? 'V (V? H F%#A ?%BA
with the whole family after dinner
: 7HXDA ;V /V8? (H6V8?%;A Z8=%D W%X
your backyard, in the park , in your
house) and see who in the family
has the “moves”
: M!H/ H 'HZA W;H'L BVB'A FH!!U
You will be helping your children
to become physically literate…and
support the in motion™ Community Challenge by tracking your family’s physical activity minutes!
To learn more about Physical Literacy visit www.healthunit.come/
physical-literacy
HOW TO JOIN the in motion™
Community Challenge
: -A; H @&/=%DH! HD;%6%;/ 'VH!J >=#
others to join or make a team.
: 7HXDAL ?8XL =4%ZL 4H!#T
: ,?HD# /V8? @&/=%DH! HD;%6%;/ Z%Xutes one of two ways:
: +=A ;&A 2?AA %X ZV;%VX) 9VZZ8nity Challenge App (available at
inmotion4life.ca or the App Store.
: +=A ;&A @H@A? ;?HD#%X' ;VV!
(available at local locations or for
download inmotion4life.ca). See
website for pick-up and drop-off
locations.
: -8FZ%; /V8? (V?Z F/ ;&A Y?=;
week of November.
Visit www.inmotion4life.ca
more information

for

n the Spring of 2015 Western
Fair District (WFD), a year-round,
entertainment destination providing a wide array of experiences
to a broad spectrum of customers across southwestern Ontario,
launched a brand new road race
=A?%A= ;%;!AB .+N ,S5 7Q-,.Q9,J ,&A
running series appeals to all ages
and all abilities and is designed to
be fun, entertaining and encourage
sports, ﬁtness and healthy living
in the communities Western Fair
District serves. The ﬁve race series
has been taking place throughout
2015, with three races already completed: the Chuckle Run, Run to the
BBQ and I Run for Ice Cream. Two
races remain in this calendar year,
Women Run London (September 27) and The Classic which will
complete the 2015 race series on
November 8. All races in the series
begin and end in the District.
Ladies are encouraged to register for the upcoming Women Run
London event! A race that celebrates the magic women weave as
mothers and mentors, bosses and
builders, lovers and leaders. Take
pride in every stride. Enjoy socializing with a community of female
runners in the city, participate in

a local event and challenge your
running buddies to improve their
physical condition and/or hit their
best time.
The ﬁnal race in the series, the
Classic, is an end-of-season championship race that will be a battleﬁeld! The Classic is the Superbowl
of the Run the District Series and
even if you are not crowned the
champion you will ﬁnish the series,
and the race,feeling like one! A professionally run road race supports
not only the most accomplished
runners, but beginners and funrunners alike. Keep pace throughout the course with marching
bands, ﬁnish to confetti cannons
and enjoy a post-race, end-of-series
meal and awards banquet. Runners
participating in scoring throughout
the Run the District Race Series will
have their last chance to garner
points to be crowned Top Female/
Male in numerous age categories.
Point winners will receive, along
with their medals, a Western Fair
District VIP pass and a New Balance
0%(; 9A?;%YDH;AJ
The Run the District Race Series
has been well received to date
and each event has been tied to
themes relevant to activities in

the District, providing participants
with food, prizes and a chance to
be entertained, an experience ﬁtness enthusiasts have been looking
for. Western Fair District is thrilled
to be growing the organization’s
sports entertainment products and
developing new ﬁtness opportunities for racing enthusiasts in London and surrounding communities.
Local charities tied to each event
have been very supportive as well,
with runners lacing-up to race for a
cause if they wish.
If you would like to learn more
or register for an upcoming race
please visit: www.westernfairdistrict.com/run-district/races
or
contact Steve Ryall, Race Director,
Western Fair District, 519-438-7203.

Get more
at the Y

... more Art, more Sport, more Music & Movement

ymcawo.ca
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what is active transportation?

up for the community challenge?

Active transportation is any form of human powered travel such as
walking, biking, rollerblading, skateboarding, etc.

what is it?

active transportation helps...

success from
m
last year
Middlesex-London’s 2nd annual
nnua
uall
in motion™ Community Challenge
was a huge success! With over
11,600 people participating, we
tracked over 4.7 million minutes of
activity – doubling the initial goal of
� ������� ������� ��� ������������
increasing awareness about the
������� �� �������� ���������

• Walk or bike to work or school instead of driving.
• Walk or bike your kids to school.
• Walk or bike to the grocery store with your family.

It’s a fun and easy way to feel energized, get healthy and reduce
stress with your family, friends and community.

tips for safe active transportation
• To minimize distractions, put away the electronics.
� ������ ������ ��� �������
• Always walk on the sidewalk. If there is no sidewalk,
walk on the left hand side of the road so that drivers
coming toward you can see you!
� ���� ��������� �������� ��� ���� ���� ��������� ��
dusk.

tips for better sleep
1) Get the amount of sleep you need. For 6-13 year olds,
9 to 11 hours per night is recommended.
2) Sleep on a schedule (weekends too). Go to bed and
get up at as close to the same time each day as possible.
It help’s your body’s clock keep time, which helps with
getting to sleep, staying asleep, and getting up.

• Be safe, be seen. Always cross at intersections or crosswalks. Never walk out
between parked cars or other obstacles.
• Make eye contact with drivers when crossing the street.
• When cycling, choose wide and slow streets; use hand signals and your bell
to communicate with others on the road, and; always ride consistently and
predictably.

�� ������ � ���� ������ ���� ��� ���� �� ��
relaxed to sleep. Too much excitement,
anxiety or stress makes it hard to get to sleep,
and stay asleep.
4) Have a bedtime routine. Doing the same
relaxing things in the same order every night
tells your body it’s time for sleep.

healthy recipe
quick quinoa and veggie
casserole

Spoon mixture into small casserole dish and sprinkle
with cheese and parsley. Bake in preheated 400°F
(200°C ) oven for about 10 minutes or until cheese is
(2
melted.
me

The total number of physical activity minutes accumulated in
London and Middlesex County will be announced on
inmotion4life.ca

SUNDAY

Water
Milk and
Alternatives

Vegetables
and Fruit
Meat and
Alternatives

MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

Postal code (first 3 digits): ____________
Monthly goal for minutes: ____________ min.

4

THURSDAY

5

Activity:

6

Activity:

7

Activity:

FRIDAY
1

Activity:

Gender: _______________

SATURDAY
2

Activity:

3

Activity:

Circle # of minutes:

Circle # of minutes:

Circle # of minutes:

15 30 45 60 _____

15 30 45 60 _____

15 30 45 60 _____

(other)

(other)

(other)

8

Activity:

9

Activity:

10

Activity:

Circle # of minutes:

Circle # of minutes:

Circle # of minutes:

Circle # of minutes:

Circle # of minutes:

Circle # of minutes:

Circle # of minutes:

15 30 45 60 _____

15 30 45 60 _____

15 30 45 60 _____

15 30 45 60 _____

15 30 45 60 _____

15 30 45 60 _____

15 30 45 60 _____

(other)

(other)

(other)

(other)

(other)

(other)

(other)

11

Activity:

12

Activity:

13

Activity:

14

Activity:

15

Activity:

16

Activity:

17

Activity:

Circle # of minutes:

Circle # of minutes:

Circle # of minutes:

Circle # of minutes:

Circle # of minutes:

Circle # of minutes:

Circle # of minutes:

15 30 45 60 _____

15 30 45 60 _____

15 30 45 60 _____

15 30 45 60 _____

15 30 45 60 _____

15 30 45 60 _____

15 30 45 60 _____

(other)

(other)

(other)

(other)

(other)

(other)

(other)

18

19

Activity:

20

Activity:

21

Activity:

22

Activity:

23

Activity:

Activity:

Circle # of minutes:

Circle # of minutes:

Circle # of minutes:

Circle # of minutes:

Circle # of minutes:

Circle # of minutes:

Circle # of minutes:

15 30 45 60 _____

15 30 45 60 _____

15 30 45 60 _____

15 30 45 60 _____

15 30 45 60 _____

15 30 45 60 _____

15 30 45 60 _____

(other)

(other)

(other)

(other)

(other)

(other)

(other)

25

Activity:
Grain
Products

Submit your form by the first week of November.

Age: __________ years old

Activity:
Oils
and Fats

4

Use the paper tracking tool (available
below, or at local locations or for
download at inmotion4life.ca). See
website for pick-up and drop-off
locations.

OCTOBER

Activity:

Visit inmotion4life.ca for more
tips and information!

Use the FREE in motion™ Community
Challenge App (available at
inmotion4life.ca or the App Store).

26

Activity:

27

Activity:

28

Activity:

29

Activity:

30

Activity:

Activity:

Circle # of minutes:

Circle # of minutes:

Circle # of minutes:

Circle # of minutes:

Circle # of minutes:

Circle # of minutes:

Circle # of minutes:

15 30 45 60 _____

15 30 45 60 _____

15 30 45 60 _____

15 30 45 60 _____

15 30 45 60 _____

15 30 45 60 _____

15 30 45 60 _____

(other)

(other)

(other)

(other)

(other)

(other)

(other)

Notice of Collection: All information submitted to Middlesex-London in motionTM will be stored electronically in a local
database. Paper copies will be destroyed. Middlesex-London in motionTM will retain user provided information for a
reasonable time after submission. If you would like to delete any User Provided Information, please contact
www.inmotion4life.ca and we will respond in a reasonable time. User provided information may be used by the founding
partners of Middlesex-London in motionTM for research and reporting purposes only.
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31

WEEK 5

In a large nonstick skillet heat oil over medium heat and
cook leek, garlic, red pepper and Italian herb seasoning
for 5 minutes or until starting to soften. Stir in quinoa,
broccoli and vegetable broth. Bring to a boil; reduce
heat to low and cover and cook for about 15 minutes or
until quinoa is tender. Stir in corn and cook for 5
minutes.

5) Turn all screens off ½ hour
before bed. It will help you
unwind. The light from screens
can trick your brain into thinking
it is time to be awake.

Track your physical activity minutes one of two ways:

WEEK 4

2 tsp (10 mL) extra virgin olive oil
1 leek, white and light green part only, thinly sliced
3 cloves garlic, minced
1 red, orange or yellow bell pepper, chopped
2 tsp (10 mL) Italian herb seasoning
1 cup (250 mL) quinoa, rinsed
� ���� ���� ��� �������� ������
1 3/4 cups (425 mL) sodium reduced vegetable broth
1 cup (250 mL) corn kernels
3/4 cup (175 mL) shredded light old Cheddar cheese
1 tbsp (15 mL) chopped fresh parsley

why join the challenge?

Dance, run, swim, walk...

Weekly Total for Minutes:
Week 1

Week 2

Week 3

Week 4

Week 5

Monthly Total:

BUILD A HEALTHY MEAL.

Use the Eat Well Plate
LEARN MORE AT:
T:

Canada.ca/foodguide
e

how do I return my forms?
You can drop off tracking calendars by the first week of November at most City of London Community Centres, or any
branch of the London Public Library or Middlesex County Library systems. For full list of locations visit inmotion4life.ca.

WEEK 3

• walk your dog
• swim at your local pool
• cool off in your local
spray pad
• play lifesize board
games with your family
(such as Jenga)
• walk to the grocery
store
• draw hopscotch and
play it on your
driveway
• skip with a jump rope
• go to your local park
• kick a soccer ball
around

Making active transportation a way of life is much easier than you think.
nk.
Here are some ideas to help you get started:

Set a physical activity goal. Ask others to join or make a team.

WEEK 2

family physical
activity ideas:

Improve physical and mental health.
������ ������ ����� ��� �����������
Improve air quality and help the environment.
Feel more connected to your community.
Save money on gas and parking.
Have students arrive at school alert and
ready to learn.

1
2
3

WEEK 1

This year, help us surpass 5 million
recorded physical activity minutes
while increasing your own healthy
lifestyle!

•
�
•
•
•
•

how to join:

Everyone in London and Middlesex County is invited to participate in
a 31-day physical activity challenge during the month of October.

make active transportation a way of life!

29

/inmotion4life
@inmotion4life
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When sports become about more than competition
By Andrew Clark, PhD

Human Environments Analysis Laboratory,
Western University

In my day job I am a researcher
H; *A=;A?X +X%6A?=%;/ %X ;&A S8ZHX
Environment’s Analysis Laboratory (theheal.ca) examining issues
related to physical activity and
healthy eating among children. In
my spare time I am avid sports enthusiast, as a spectator, athlete, and
ofﬁcial.When I was much younger I
had a lot of fun playing sports, but
I quickly realized I did not possess
the natural abilities to play competitively among my peers, so at 13
I decided I was going to become a
fastball umpire for Softball Ontario.
After that I umpired for 18 years,
and had the opportunity to be an
instructor, evaluator, President of
my local umpires association, and
have the privilege of umpiring at
two Canadian Championships. 5
years ago I added basketball to my
ofﬁciating resume and have been
running the court ever since.
Over my years as an ofﬁcial I
have had many coaches, players,
and parents that make an impression on me. The impressions are
not always positive, as a simple
web search of “parents in sports”
will tell you. The ﬁrst three hits include the headlines “Parents ruin
sports for their kids”, images showing parents and coaches yelling at
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– 13 steps to be a winning parent”. Each of these underscore the
negativity surrounding recreational and competitive sports for kid,
especially by parents and coaches
who put unreasonable pressure on
their children to succeed and take
a lot of the fun out of sports. In fact,
the 2015 ParticipACTION Report
Card reviewed recent research and
found that a lack of enjoyment
and an increase in family intraper-

end, I had the pleasure of traveling
down to Windsor to referee the
under 11 championships of the
North American Basketball Association, which is the championship
for the Filipino-American community. Those involved in this tournament exempliﬁed the spirit of their
slogan – “PASSION. HEALTH AND
FITNESS. SPORTSMANSHIP”. The
passion was shown through the
boisterous crowd, players ﬁghting
for every loose ball, and the coach-

sonal structure is the main reason
kids stop playing sports, which is
further supported by the 73% of
Canadian parents who agree that
“sports have become too focused
on winning”.
Over the Labour Day long week-

es working with their players to
make improvements throughout
the games. The health and ﬁtness
of the players was plainly evident
in the effort and skills on display
throughout the tournament. Despite the intense and competitive

Lifestyle Choices
May Help Prevent
and Slow Dementia
an

The Alzheimer Society has a
wide range of programs
involving physical exercise,
social interaction and
intellectual stimulation.

platitude, these actions speak loudly about the type of people that
were involved in this game. I am so
used to seeing teams run up scores
to improve their plus-minus differential,parents and coaches screaming and swearing at their children
because they aren’t playing well
enough, and ofﬁcials being verbally abused for not making calls
that favour their team. Seeing this
act of sportsmanship really caught
my attention and made me feel like
there is hope for competitive kids
sports. Sure, there are always going
to be selﬁsh coaches and parents
that make sports about themselves
and ruin the spirit of sport for the
kids, but every once in a while you
run into a coach who understands
that being a coach is about more
than just teaching skills on the basketball court.
Dribbling, passing, and shooting are important for the game
but they don’t impact the way a
child lives his/her life. Coaching is
also about teaching kids the right
and wrong way to win and lose,
so that even when you win by 40
points you know the opponent
does not feel like they were embarrassed or disrespected in any way.
If more teams showed the great
sportsmanship that I witnessed in
Windsor, there might be more kids
that stay in sports, be active, and be
healthier.

ST
A
YINGIN
SHAPE
BE ACTIVE

Attention to a healthy lifestyle does not change as we
age. If anything, regular exercise and proper nutrition
remain as important in our retirement years as they
have been throughout our lives. Exercise will keep you
limber, burn calories and maintain your weight, keeps
you strong, builds balance and bone strength. You will
also benefit from that “feel good” feeling after exercise,
adding to your energy level and improving your mood.

AT GRAND WOOD PARK

a vibrant fitness program for our Residents is a priority.
We offer a wide range of choice within our activities
schedule including Tai Chi, Yoga, Smart Fitness and
the Ageless Grace Fitness Program. Have fun with Wii
Bowling and Golf or participate in a fundraising WalkA-Thon.

Programs such as Minds in
Motion, Making Strides!,

Be Inspired - Get Support – Exercise Safely

Purls of Wisdom, Artful Minds
and others are now available
at our main location and at
satellite locations in London
and Middlesex County.

environment, parents, coaches, and
players did not forget sportsmanship in their play. The players were
always slapping hands and helping
opponents to their feet after hard
fouls. While this is common practice in youth sports it is also not
always there.
During my last game of the day,
there was something I witnessed
that I had never seen in my 20+
years of ofﬁciating. A team from
Mississauga was winning the game
50 – 2 late in the fourth quarter,
when the coach put in his bench
players with very clear instructions: they were to play offense
but do everything in their power
to help their opponent score. The
Mississauga players bought into
this completely and the result was
a sight to be seen and heard. Mississauga’s defense put their hands
in the air in a defense stance and
allowed the other team to walk
around them. They made bad
passes that led to baskets, and
barely fought for rebounds. It was
sportsmanship at its best. By the
last play of the game, the parents
and benches for both teams were
cheering on the losing team at full
volume. The place was rocking and
it was one of the most special experiences I have ever had an ofﬁcial.
In a world where competition
and winning is the most important
thing and sportsmanship is just a

Call today to arrange a personal tour 519-432-1162

For more program information,
contact Katie Berkelmans,
Therapeutic Recreation Specialist
519.680.2404 ext.222
or email
kberkelmans@alzheimerlondon.ca

81 Grand Ave. London, Ont
519-432-1162 • www.grandwoodpark.com
Don’t just move....MOVE HOME to Grand Wood Park
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Physical Activity and Dementia
No treatment can guarantee the
prevention of dementia. However,
lifestyle choices that keep mind
and body ﬁt have the potential to
decrease the risk of developing Alzheimer’s and may slow the disease
progression. The Alzheimer Society
London & Middlesex (ASLM) offers
a large range of community-based
Social Recreation programs intended to provide social stimulation in
a welcoming atmosphere that engages our clients. The programs
offer ﬁtness, cooking, art and scrapbooking, knitting, gardening and
music - all available at the ASLM
ofﬁce and satellite locations.
Evidence suggests that healthy
lifestyles help the brain maintain
connections and even build new
ones. This means that a healthy
brain can withstand illness better.
There is a lot you can do that may
help reduce your risk of getting
the disease such as challenging
your brain, being socially active
and choosing a healthy lifestyle by
making healthy food choices and
staying active.
Minds in Motion is one of the
ﬁtness programs offered by the
Alzheimer Society London & Middlesex that incorporates physical
activity and mental stimulation for
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people with early to mid-stage Alzheimer’s disease or other dementias. The program is also intended
for the person with dementia’s care
partner. The program has a 45 to

60 minute physical activity component delivered by a Physical Activity Program Leader, who has been
trained by the Canadian Centre for
Activity and Aging. Following the

physical module is the social component, facilitated by the Society’s
Therapeutic Recreation Specialist.
As part of ASLM’s Social Recreation expansion project, the 2-hour

Minds in Motion program is being
offered in London at the Salvation
>?Z/L <V/= HXB 0%?!= 9!8F HXB 9Hnadian Centre for Activity Aging, as
well as Four Counties Health Services in Newbury, Ontario.
Making Strides is a new Walking
program open to both caregivers
and individuals in the early to middle stages of Alzheimer’s disease or
other dementias. The participants
will have the option to use hightech walking poles or walking independently. This 6-week walking
program will be held at the Salvation Army on Fridays from September 25, 2015 until October 30, 2015.
ASLM’s Minds and Motion and
Making Strides groups will be joining in on the in motion™ Community Challenge this October.We will
be setting team goals and striving for reduced stress and gained
health beneﬁts. Come join us take
action towards brain and physical
health today!
To learn more about these programs, please visit our site: www.
alzheimerlondon.ca/we-can-help/
program-and-services/ or contact
our Therapeutic Recreation Specialist Katie Berkelmans at kberkelmans@alzheimerlondon.ca or
(519) 680-2404 x 222.
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Your Friendly Neighbourhood
Fruit and Veggie Market

BIG SAVINGS ON PRODUCE
DONʼT PAY CHAIN STORE PRICES - SHOP AT FRESH PICK
DON

ENJOY HEALTHY EATING AT GREAT PRICES!
SEE OUR
WEEKLY FLYER AT:

www.freshpickmarkets.com

940 Wharncliffe Rd. S., London

519-601-9211
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MON - TUES WED - FRI
8am–7pm
8am–8pm

SUNDAY
8am–6pm

SATURDAY
8am–7pm
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Building
Canada’s
Healthiest
Community
Healthiest
Community

-London
middlesex

Up for the
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Sweepstakes
Enter for your chance to win

One of Three

Fitbit Zipp
Approximate Value $59.99 each

GO TO:

www.thelondoner.ca/contests
Contest opens Thursday September 24th, 2015. Contest
submission deadline is Wednesday October 14th, 2015
• Tell us one of the physical activities you will be doing
for the October Challenge.
• One winner will be randomly selected for each prize
available and will be contacted by phone.
• Prizes to be picked up at the Londoner Business Office
located 1147 Gainsborough Rd, London, 519-673-5005,
hours Monday - Friday 9 am to 4 pm.
• Prize winners names will appear in print.

www.inmotion4life.ca

Kids Pick Up Nutrition and Literacy
Lessons with Groceries

Classrooms are often considered the best
place to build literacy skills and learn about
nutrition, but a partnership between London’s
Child and Youth Network (CYN) and a local
dietitian is helping teach kids these concepts
somewhere a little more fruitful. From September 18 to October 31, families shopping at the
Loblaws at 3040 Wonderland Road South will
FA HF!A ;V @%D# 8@ H 0?VDA?/ -;V?A 9VX6A?=Htions Passport to help them shop. The passport
is a tool to get parents and kids talking with
each other outside the classroom, building
skills and healthy habits that will beneﬁt them
throughout their lives.
The initiative kicks off the city of London’s inMotion event, in partnership with Children and
Youth Network which runs throughout October
and challenges residents to lead healthy, active
lifestyles. The passport takes families around
the store to chat about questions like why is
cheese good for you? and do you think bread
comes from a plant or an animal? Conversations like these expose children to new words
and concepts, which is the passport’s primary
goal. The more words a child is exposed to, the
better their health and success are later in life –
and what better place to learn new words than
the grocery store?
“We developed the passport with one primary goal in mind – building literacy in a way
that also promotes healthy habits and healthy
eating,” says Jennifer Smith, Project Manager
of the Literacy priority of London’s Child and
Youth Network.“We know that kids with better
literacy skills tend to turn into healthier adults.
QX @H?;XA?=&%@ 4%;& PVF!H4=L V8? 0?VDA?/ -;V?A

Conversations passport brings together activities that improve children’s reading, writing,
nutritional literacy and dietary health in a realworld environment.”
“We want kids to ask questions about the
food they eat and take a greater interest in new
foods and shopping decisions,” says Lisa Doerr,
Registered Dietitian, Loblaws.“The passport is a
perfect example of how we can encourage parents to make nutritional education interactive
and fun.”
Interested shoppers can pick up a passport
at the dietitian’s booth located at the front of
the store. It contains instructions to guide your
shop by creating conversations around healthy
shopping habits. Lisa Doerr will also be available to respond to any questions and to help
guide families through the program. To learn
about more City of London inMotion initiatives
go to inmotion4life.ca; information on other
Children and Youth Network programs can be
found at londoncyn.ca. To learn more about
child literacy and its effect on future health,
visit 2000wordstogrow.ca.

POST WORKOUT
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Middlesex County Library is
Up for the Challenge!

Middlesex County Library is up for
the 2015 in motion™ Community
Challenge! Participants are invited
to join the 31-day physical activity
challenge, and track their physical
activity minutes for the month of

October. Track your physical activity
minutes by using the in motion™
Community Challenge App available at www.inmotion4life.ca on
your mobile device/smartphone/
tablet/laptop,or pick up a paper
tracking tool at your local Middlesex
County Library branch.
Middlesex County Library is committed to enhancing the lives of
residents in a variety of ways. Our
15 branches, staffed by dedicated,
friendly and helpful community
members, provide free access to
quality materials and resources.
Library staff recognize that literacy
and healthy living go hand in hand,
and our collections, programs and
services support this in a variety of
ways. Our preschool story times are
based on the ﬁve practices advo-

cated by the American Library Association’s Every Child Ready to Read:
singing, talking, reading, writing and
playing. Staff incorporate activity
and movement into every program,
keeping children engaged and alert.
The library is no longer just a quiet
spot to read – our branches are bustling spaces, and we’re always looking for new activities to promote to
our users. Tai chi and yoga are just
a couple of adult programs that
have gotten people moving in our
branches.
Our users are always on the go, and
we offer collections and resources
that appeal to people with active
lifestyles. Our downloadable eBooks,
eAudiobooks, digital magazines and
music collections can be accessed
online anywhere, anytime – ideal for

people on the go. In branch, we offer
over 225,000 books and DVDs across
the system, with more added every
day. We have a variety of resources
that encourage and support healthy
living – cookbooks, exercise videos,
and books relating to health and
well-being. When you know better, you do better – and Middlesex
County Library provides that gateway to knowledge.
Throughout the month of October,
library staff will be promoting the in
motion™ Community Challenge.
Watch for the display and programs in your local library.
Participants are encouraged to set a
physical activity goal for themselves,
and to spread the word – ask others to join in the challenge, or even
form a team. Activity can take many
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forms – dancing, running, swimming, walking are just a few options.
Why not walk to the library and get
started on the challenge today!
There will also be the chance to win
the grand prize – we’ll have two
Fitbits to give away, generously donated by in motion™. Each person
who hands in a completed tracking sheet, or who shows proof of
completion using the in motion™
Community Challenge App, during
the ﬁrst week of November, will be
entered to win. For more information, please visit your local Middlesex County Library branch, checkout
out our website at www.middlesex.
library.on.ca, ﬁnd us on Facebook:
facebook.com/MiddlesexCountyLibrary; or follow us on Twitter:
@MXCountyLibrary.

Keep Active and Healthy with VON’s
S.M.A.R.T. Exercise Program

Are you looking to improve your
physical and social well being? We
have just the solution for you. Join
our VON SMART (Seniors Maintaining Active Roles Together) exercise program! The SMART exercise
program provides a wonderful opportunity for you to stay active and
keep in touch with friends.There are
many different classes to choose
from throughout your community
including low, mid and high mobility classes. Classes do not include
ﬂoor or mat work and best of all,
they are FREE! This fun, gentle exercise program, led by certiﬁed instructors, promotes a greater well
being and includes:
: 51A?D%=A A6A?/VXA DHX @H?;%D%@H;A

in – NEW MEMBERS ALWAYS WELCOME!
: 51A?D%=A ;&H; 4%!! %Z@?V6A 'AXA?H!
ﬁtness, strength, balance, mobility
and energy levels.
: OVX%;V?%X' V( A1A?D%=A A((V?; B8?ing the class to increase safety
and effectiveness of program.
: 2H!!= M?A6AX;%VX AB8DH;%VX
: QX(V?ZH;%VX VX &V4 ;V !%6A HX HDtive and healthy life
SMART classes are currently held
in various locations throughout
Middlesex County and London. For
more information about the locations please contact the VON ofﬁce at 1-800-265-7058 or call Holly
Wiens at 226-580-0270.
The following is a testimonial

Get tested.

from a VON volunteer and how
VON’s SMART Exercise Program has
changed his life.
VON has made a big impact on
+?F <84H!BH[= !%(AJ +?F HXB &%= BVDtor credit SMART classes not only for
improving his health but also widAX%X' &%= &V?%RVX=J +?F HXB &%= 4%(A
enjoyed the health and social beneﬁts of SMART classes so much they
started going 3 to 4 times per week!
PH=; (H!! +?F H'?AAB ;V DVZA V8;
of his comfort zone to take a VON
course and is now a certiﬁed Falls
Prevention and SMART Class instructor, leading up to ﬁve classes
per week. “I even have people following [my class schedule] who
!%#A Z/ &%'& %X;AX=%;/ D!H==A=3J +?F

gets great satisfaction from seeing the results of those who participate in his class. And his health
improved enough that his doctor suggested he eliminate his
blood pressure medication. “It’s
a great organization and I encourage people to volunteer and
donate”. This is just one example
of how VON’s SMART Exercise Program is making an impact in our
community.
For a fun challenge join in on our
October Challenge with in motion™
by participating in any SMART class
in Middlesex or London to improve
your health and have fun! Prize
packs will be rewarded after the
challenge is completed to a few

lucky participants!
If you are interested in participating in the SMART program to
improve your health and energy
while having fun, please contact the
VON ofﬁce at 1-800-265-7058 or call
Holly Wiens at 226-580-0270.
We are always looking for new
volunteers to lead our SMART exercise classes. SMART instructors
will have the opportunity to help
adults age 55+ or those living with
a disability stay active, healthy and
independent. Training, education
and support are all provided by the
VON at no cost. If you are interested
in becoming a Volunteer SMART Instructor, please contact our ofﬁce at
1-800-265-7058.

Know your status – NOW.
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251 Fanshawe Park Rd. W., London, ON N6G 0E1
Telephone: 519-434-2331 or 1-877-476-4532

NewSmile@SmileDentist.com • www.SmileDentist.com

Imagine a gorgeous new smile...

Start straightening your teeth today with Dr. Bruno Paliani,
the Smile
Dentist&&
SmileDentist
INVISALIGN
GN
N® IS:
IS:

t straighten
t i ht teeth
t th without
ith t braces
b
• The invisible way to
(no brackets, no wires)
• A seriecs of clear, custom-made removable aligners that
gradually move your teeth
• A transparent alternative to braces

INVISALIGN® MAY BE USED TO TREAT*

BEFORE

AFTER

Invisalign, Teeth Whitening & Esthetic Recontouring

•Crooked, crowded teeth
• Gaps and spaces
• Deep bites

•Crossbites
•Orthodontic relapse
* In appropriate cases

Dental insurance may cover Invisalign® treatment if you have orthodontic coverage.
Flexible payment plans available.

Ultra Thin Porcelain Veneers

• Ultra Thin
• Ultra Beautiful
• Ultra Conservative
Our most popular and asked-about
Smile Service is Ultra Thin Veneers!
• No
No Drilling
Pain • No
Freezing
• No
Freezing
• 2 Quick Appointments!

BEFORE

Contact us to arrange a FREE CONSULTATION and a
FREE COMPUTER SIMULATION of YOUR POTENTIAL NEW SMILE!

AFTER

Ultra Thiin
Porcelainn
Veneers
Veneers

